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The creations of models are essential for many knowledge disciplines to explain expected results. Modelling concept is well accepted in software engineering discipline. Some software models were built either to control the development stages or to serve as a medium that gives better understanding of the actual software systems. However, there is still a lacking of software process measurement being discussed and explored by software engineers. An aim of this research is to integrate measurement in software process modelling, to show that measurement in modelling software processes is important whereby to reduce flaws in developing large software.

Software process modelling has reached the level that allows software designs to be transformed into programming languages. Examples of such approaches are architecture design language (ADL) and unified modelling language (UML). Selecting a modelling technique is essential to the designers and the selection
depends on the needs of the system. This research focused on IDEF3 Standard notation as its approach to design software process models. The language syntax provided by IDEF3 standard have been modified and enhanced to suit the aim of the research. This new version of IDEF3 context-free grammar is named IDEF3-SPMA language.

IDEF3-SPMA language constructs and measurement metric defined in this research has been verified using attribute grammar approach. A prototype tool for automatic process model metrics calculation namely Software Process Measurement Application (SPMA) is developed to realize the definitions defined. SPMA system counts the particulars of a process model design and output a list of measurement values. Inference metrics and appropriate advices are also stated to indicate the use of the metric values. Testing and verification results indicated that with a standard notation of performing a software process model designs, the structure and relationship between processes could be clearly seen. This research also shows that automatic calculation of process model design measurement is possible using a well-defined language specification and a specific calculation tool. Several measurement metrics produced by SPMA system are such as number of calling sub-processes in the design, number of sub-junction processes and the size of a process structure.

It is concluded that this research has produced an environment consisting of design notation, language constructs, a tool that enabled measurement metrics to be
calculated automatically, metric inferences and appropriate advices. The specification of measurement metrics definition using attribute grammar, the SPMA tool, metric inference and metric advices are contributions of this research.
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Mencipta model bagi kebanyakan disiplin pengetahuan adalah penting bagi menerangkan jangkaan keputusan. Konsep pemodelan diterima dengan baik di dalam disiplin kejuruteraan perisian. Beberapa model perisian dibina samada untuk mengawal tahap pembangunan atau untuk berkhidmat sebagai perantara bagi memberi kefahaman yang lebih jelas tentang sistem perisian yang sebenar. Walaubagaimanapun, masih terdapat kekurangan bagi pengukuran proses perisian yang dibincang dan diteroka oleh jurutera perisian. Satu sasaran kajian ini adalah untuk menyuaipadan pengukuran ke dalam pemodelan proses perisian, bagi menunjukkan bahawa pengukuran di dalam pemodelan proses perisian adalah penting dalam mana bagi mengurangkan kesilapan semasa membangunkan perisian yang besar.

Pemodelan proses perisian sekarang telah mencapai satu tahap yang membenarkan rekabentuk perisian diubah ke dalam bentuk bahasa pengaturcaraan. Contoh bagi
pendekatan tersebut adalah bahasa senibina rekabentuk (ADL) dan bahasa pemodelan gabungan (UML). Memilih teknik pemodelan adalah penting bagi perekam dan pilahan tersebut bergantung kepada keperluan sistem. Kajian ini memfokus kepada notasi piawaian IDEF3 sebagai pendekatannya untuk merekabentuk proses perisian. Sintaksis bahasa yang disediakan oleh piawaian IDEF3 telah diubahsuai dan dipertingkatkan bagi disesuaikan dengan sasaran kajian ini. Versi baru nahu kontek bebas IDEF3 ini dinamakan bahasa IDEF3-SPMA.

Adalah disimpulkan bahawa kajian ini telah menghasilkan sebuah persekitaran mengandungi notasi rekabentuk, binaan bahasa, peralatan yang membenarkan pengukuran dilaksanakan secara automatik, metrik inferens dan nasihat yang berkaitan. Spesifikasi definisi metrik pengukuran menggunakan nahu atribut, peralatan SPMA, metrik inferens dan nasihat metrik adalah merupakan sumbangan kajian ini.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Developing software within scheduled time and estimated cost is a difficult task for many software development companies. Any flaws or late delivery of a system gives a great impact for many individuals or companies involved. It is indeed vital to produce usable software within time scheduled to avoid inconveniences for the developers, vendors and users in terms of costs and punctualities. One of the steps taken in order to satisfy promptness issue is planning. Planning to develop a software system requires several steps to be taken into account, such as gathering requirement information, estimating cost and effort and also sketching the layout of the system model.

The creation of model is essential for many knowledge disciplines to explain predicted results. Modelling concept is well accepted in software engineering discipline. Some software models were built either to control the development stages, to measure program quality or to serve as a medium that gives better understanding of the actual software systems. Software process modelling is one category of modelling activity.
Software process modelling is a challenging task from software development perspective. It requires creative analysis and design for problem solving, and for a strategic co-ordination of the development team. In order to establish process modelling as a unique area, researchers must identify its conceptual boundaries that distinguish the works from modelling techniques in other technological sciences. The main difference between software process modelling and other modelling activities is that it should be particularly and explicitly focus on phenomena that occur during software creation and evolution.

The software community places great hope on software modelling notations and techniques to ease various software development challenges. Software process modelling is one of the techniques used to creatively define and analyse significant aspects of an enhanced application and to structure a strategic co-ordination of the development team. The intellectual tool set available for software developers has steadily been enriched with more powerful and comprehensive models. There have been many approaches introduced to this particular field of software engineering. It started from the basic structure of software designing model and evolved throughout the time. Software process modelling nowadays has reached a level that allow software designs to be transformed into languages, such as architecture design language (ADL) and unified modelling language (UML).

These two types of process modelling languages proved that people in software development team are able to execute their designs. There are other existing software
process notations and enactions that give much more choices of method for software developers to improve their process models. Above all the benefits offered by these known techniques, one factor that needs to be emphasized more into is, measurement.

In this research, there are eight measurement metrics that has been defined. The measurement metrics are defined and proven structure and specification-wise using attribute grammar (AG) approach. AG is selected to prove definitions for the language specification for its renowned efficiency in specifying language-based rules and definitions. The aim of this research is to integrate measurement in software process modelling, to show that measurement in modelling software processes is important at crucial moment to reduce flaws especially during the development of large software systems. In order to achieve the aim, we utilize a process definition standard IDEF3, which is mainly used in business process modelling, create a corresponding language constructs for model designs, define the measurement metrics and prove the metrics accordingly.

To realize the automatic calculation of the measurement metrics, we develop a Software Process Measurement Application (SPMA) system tool that executes the counting of process models’ measurement metrics. SPMA is developed to automate assistance from the implementation of particular measurement metrics defined in the study, for determining the decomposition and structure of a process model design of a to be built software systems.
This thesis will describe the measurement metrics definition and specification language, discussing the architecture and elements put together to produce the prototype and validation of the SPMA system. It also illustrates and demonstrates the usage of SPMA by testing it with multiple software process model designs supported with actual users testing the prototype themselves.

1.2 Statement of Problem

Developing software systems is not an easy task. Many software systems face the risks of having flaws and malfunctions. Errors found during delivering the software system is highly potential been caused by the failure while coding the system, or it could happen while designing the product. Repairing a ‘completed’ software system costs a lot. The best opportunity for short-term software cost reduction is to eliminate rework or fixing defects that is more than 33 percent of new development (Grady, 1997).

The problem of reworking a software system is highly potential be avoided by tackling the predicted problems far before the system is developed or implemented, i.e. at stages of requirement gathering and system analysis and design (Sommerville, 2004). Grasp from the readings we found out that measurement in process modelling can aid in determining characteristics of a software system. By determining characteristics of a particular software system, predicted problems